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Abstract:  

A reconstruction of iron production and, distribution and consumption amongst casted groups in the northern Mandara 

mountains during the 1930s and 40s is considered in the light of David Ricardo’s Law of Comparative Advantage. A 

“Mafa” and a “Sukur” mode of production, grossly correlated with different furnace types and spatially distinct, are 

identified. In the region of Mokolo, (Cameroon) production in the Mafa mode resulted in a negative iron balance, 

requiring metal to be imported mainly from the west. In that area the Sukur mode of production generated a positive 

iron balance with substantial exports of iron towards the north. Ricardo’s model, which implies that it is not industrial 

specialization per se but rather its absence that requires explanation, is invoked to account for the difference. It was a 

comparative advantage in marketing that led to Sukur’s preeminence as a producer of smelted metal. It is further 

argued that a) Ricardo’s law cannot account for the socio-cultural form of specialization in this region and that b) the 

rapid collapse of the ancient smelting industry must be explained in terms of the minimal scale of iron consumption 

(ca 125 g. per person per annum). This facilitated replacement by scrap, the debris of “modernization”, as the 

opportunity costs of iron production became too great, and, in a developing cash economy, people turned to groundnut 

cultivation and migrant labor. 

Introduction 

This paper takes a regional, broadly ethnoarchaeological approach to the past and uses an economic model to orient 

analysis. It summarizes much of a much longer chapter which will hopefully appear in a book, provisionally entitled 

Metallurgy and society in the Mandara mountains, being edited by myself and David Killick. 
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1772-1823

Ricardo’s Law of Comparative Advantage holds that even if one of two 

countries, tribes or other such entities has no absolute advantage in 

producing any commodity, both the advantaged and disadvantaged country 

benefit from specializing in and trading the things they are best at 

producing (more technically, for which they have the lowest opportunity 

costs of production).

When both parties act in this manner, this will tend to increase total 

production and/or reduce total labor and will make both parties richer. 
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Adam Smith’s model of absolute advantage holds that nations (and other such entities) will benefit from producing 

and exporting the commodities that they can produce more efficiently than others (i.e., in which they have an absolute 

advantage) and in importing those in which they have an absolute disadvantage. This explains why Sumerians should 

produce wheat and desert peoples meat and dairy products. We are less familiar with Ricardo’s Law of Comparative 

Advantage although Warnier (1985) used it effectively in studies of the political economy of the nineteenth century 

Cameroonian Grassfields and Shennan (1999) sketched an application to the Bronze Age of Middle Europe. Ricardo’s 

model holds that even if one of two countries has no absolute advantage in producing any commodity, both it and the 

advantaged country benefit from specializing in and trading the things which each is best at producing. It offers a 

valuable guide to the study of specialization in the northern Mandara mountains.  

Notes on the Ricardo model: 

Assumptions  

 Wages are determined in a national labor market  

 Constant employment is a reasonable approximation  

 The balance of payments is not a problem 

These hold for a congerie of ethnic groups engaged in trade with each other. 

The reason both countries can benefit is because productivity is not the only determinant of advantage; instead it is the 

combination of productivity and average income accruing to the producers.  

Opportunity cost is the cost of an alternative that must be forgone in order to pursue a certain action, that is to say, the 

benefits that could have been received by taking an alternative action. In its trade with Portugal, Britain produced 

cloth, Ricardo argued, because its opportunity costs were lower than those for producing wine. Portugal could produce 

both cloth and wine more cheaply than Britain but benefited more by specializing in wine and importing its cloth from 

Britain. 

 



 

 

 
 

The question is approached through reconstruction of iron flows within and beyond the ethnically and politically 

diverse northern Mandara mountains (Sterner 2003) with a focus on settlements in cantons around Mokolo in 

Cameroon and on Sukur in Nigeria, a region extending over an area of some 1500 sq km. The paper is set in the 1930s 

and 40s, the latest period of active iron making to which I had access through human memories. Smelting declined 

rapidly after 1945.  
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Time constraints require your provisional acceptance or at least tolerance of my statistics on population, iron 

production and consumption. The evidential base is for the most part qualitative, including many interviews of former 

smelters and others conducted in the ‘80s and ‘90s. Field archaeology, reenactments of smelting and forging bloomery 

iron, and laboratory studies (by Dave Killick, here seen using a thermocouple to measure the temperature near the 

base of a Mafa shaft furnace) assisted in developing the database (David et al. 1989; David and Sterner 1996).  
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Mafa continuous 
smelt furnace

 
 

In our region there are two types of bellows-driven furnace, in both of which a single tuyère extends downwards from 

a bellows platform into the furnace shaft. In this larger “Mafa” type, a continuous smelting process lasting several 

hours results in a bloom mass up to over a meter in height.  
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In the smaller “Sukur” furnace, a day’s smelting produced a batch of smaller, more coherent blooms. These examples 

are from the Plasla (see David 1995) and on the right from the Mofu-Gudur, both on the eastern side of the Mandara 

mountains. 
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Modes and quantification of iron production 

 

The “Mafa” mode of production 

Within the region furnace types are grossly correlated with production modes. To the east, in the “Mafa” mode of 

production casted smiths smelted and forged at widely varying intensities, while further to the west a “Sukur” 

production mode was practiced by communities in which larger quantities of bloomery iron were produced by all or 

most families of both smith-potter and farmer castes. Their blooms were then fined and forged by the smiths primarily 

assisted by their wives and children. In both modes, male farmer clients often helped in the forge by pumping the 

bellows.  
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Table 3. Furnace masters working in a sample of circum-Mokolo villages, Matakam-Sud canton, in the 1930s and 40s

 

a)  Mokolo vicinity 

 

Settlement 
and Ward 

 Smelter  

Name/ F’s name 

Descent 
group 

Smelts 
per 
annum 

Kinship  Moved to 
(>) or 
from (<) 

Prime 
Informant; ref. 

Notes 

Vouzod 1 Kawa Matuwnam Shebe 9   Dokwaza Kawa 
ND90-2:16, 38-41 

 

Vouzod 2 Dokwaza Kawa Shebe 7 1’s S2 >Lum-
Ziver 

As 1  

Vouzod 3 Fiday Kawa Shebe 8 1’s S1  As 1  

Oudahay 4 Vanduwa  Gura 4 1’s ZS  As 1  

Oudahay 5 Matakon Gibay Gibay 1   As 1  

Oudahay 6 Bedam ? 1-2  <Midre As 1  

Vouzod 7 Bazlagay Djekete Shebe 2   As 1  

Oudahay 8 Geliaw Tavawa Shebe 2 7’s BS  As 1  

Oudahay 
Houva 

9 Metec Matuwnam Shebe 3 1’s By <Vouzod As 1  

Oudahay 
Ldama 

10 Ngwaya Keleved Shebe 2 1’s FFFFB 
descendent 

 As 1  

Mavoumay 11  Fanday Fulotay Juwe 5  >Midre As 1; Tewoshe 
Ngrdubay ND90-
2:59 

  

Mavoumay 12 Fiday Fuwed ? 1 <Medimshe  As 1; Tewoshe  

Part of a table showing relationships between 43 smelters 
in the vicinity of Mokolo in the period 1930-49

Dawaga’s house, Mendeje:  
Census of larger iron tools 860312 
 
(excludes any needles, tweezers, pubic shield, other costume items and charms. 

ARTIFACT TYPE NUMBER EST. USE 
LIFE (YRS) 

Arrowhead   sulom gwadama  ca 20 ? 

Ax    dzandad 2 10+ 

Large tree cutting ax   bi dzandad  0 10+ 

Adz (reworked by smith from worn 
out hoe)    dzandad 

1 tanged 1 

Sickle    gwadza  2 2-4 

Dance sickle undecorated 
gwadz ndece 

1 25 

Billhook socketed    duguloekw 2 10+ 

‘Dog’s head’ hoe with integral 
handle    devar gid keda 

5 much used Formerly, a new 
blade added every 

2-3 years 
Hoe tanged   devar ntimagada    2 + 6 worn 

out 
2-3 

Hoe socketed    devar werifed 1 worn out 2-3 

Sickle+awl for basketry 
 gwadz gwadakar 

1 ? 

Knife Mafa style with metal handle 
gwush zudowa 

2 3-10 

Butcher's knife Muslim style with 
tang in wood handle)  gwush waf 

1 3-10 

Muslim style men's knife (blade 
often decorated; tang in wood 
handle)    gwush waf pelasar 

2 3-10 

European cuprous spoons (stuck in 
 entrance [gala] wall for convenience) 

2 ? 

 
 

Around Mokolo, I reconstructed the network of specialists that supplied the local market and the frequencies at which 

they smelted (see section of table on left above). Here and in Nigeria there are usable demographic data on the 

population they supplied.  

 As to consumption, amongst other approaches we conducted censuses of iron artifacts – the example on the 

right above in a household of two elderly Mafa – which we then discussed with elders. They emphasized the intensive 

recycling and welding practiced in the past and the very limited inventories, perhaps one hoe per person.  Our data 

support an estimate of 870 g tool iron (the end product of about twice that amount of bloomery iron) required per 

annum by a seven person household in the 1930s-40s, or very approximately 125 g per person.  
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Remains of a Sukur furnace (1993)

 
 

The Sukur mode of production 

In the Sukur mode of production the smith-potter caste monopolized smithing and potting but smelting was a village 

specialization engaged in by men, women, and children. The intensity of past production is materially evident in the 

extraordinary density of smelting debris, including furnace remains such as the one shown above … 
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 … and by numerous pitted boulders used in the mechanical fining of bloomery metal. In the 1930s and 40s between 

170 and 200 furnaces were operating in Sukur itself. On the right hand boulder, the pits resulting from fining iron 

blooms are in part superimposed on earlier grinding and threshing hollows (see David 1998). 
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The extent and interactions of the transformer and Sukur modes of production 

The boundary between the Mafa and Sukur modes of iron production transgresses both linguistic and national 

frontiers. The Sukur speak a language which is probably of the Higi-Kapsiki group. The Sukur mode of production is 

characteristic of the small Damay (Sukur-speaking) and Kurang (mixed Sukur and Kapsiki speakers) communities on 

the Sukur plateau, of the Cameroonian Mabas (who speak a language of the Hide-Wandala group), and of the mainly 

Nigerian Wula (who speak a Kapsiki dialect). 

 The correlation between patterns of caste specialization and mode of iron production is similarly imperfect, 

with Hide smith-potters but not farmers working Sukur-type batch furnaces and producing as many as 12 blooms a 

day. Other communities chose to practice little or no smelting.   
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Iron balance in the Mokolo canton
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Production deficit in the Mokolo cantons? 

Among Mafa settlements near Mokolo, three (Vouzod, Mokola, and Oudoumzaray, the latter best known through the 

work of Gardi [e.g., 1954] ) were substantial producers of iron. Furnace masters among the Hide were also definitely 

producing for export. However, Hide smith-potters would have produced no more than two tonnes of tool iron per 

annum. There is very limited information on the production of other communities in the region; none achieved much 

more than self-sufficiency and many considerably less.  

 The circum-Mokolo furnace masters produced a small apparent surplus of bloomery iron over that required 

for replacements by their home villages. The contribution of other Mafa smiths to supplying the rest of the population 

of the two cantons appears to have been small, the difference being made up by, on the one hand, the Hide and on the 

other by Mabas and Wula, communities practicing a Sukur mode of production. Hide smiths traded iron bars to many 

Mafa villages in return for goats, groundnuts, chicken, sesame, and also west to the Woga. Mabas and to a lesser 

extent Wula also exported iron into the Mokolo cantons, both as traveling ironmongers and by receiving small armed 

parties of clients who came driving herds of goats.  Skins and hot red peppers were among other goods exchanged for 

iron.  

 The balance appears to show the Mokolo cantons in surplus. However, five factors worked in the opposite 

direction and a fifth affected the local pattern of supply and demand to an unknown extent. First, the most active 

smelters made payments in iron to collectors of ore from outside the region. Second, an approximately 10% loss of 

iron to reoxidization occurs during the reforging of iron bars into other artifacts and some again during subsequent 

reweldings. Third, much of Mabas production was traded west and not east. Fourth, no account has been taken of any 

build up of the stock of iron bars during the 1940s as conditions improved and population increased. The fifth factor is 

a likely stimulation of iron production by French and British authorities’ demands for taxes.  

s: calculated by comparison of tool iron production with 
annual requirements for artifact replacement, excluding currency bars.  

Tool iron (kg) produced annually by: Minimum Maximum 

      Circum-Mokolo villages 1895 2319 

      Hide 1021 2041 

      Mabas 1107 2214 

Total kg 4023 6574 

Total tool iron (kg) required for annual replacements:  
((31,637-(3164/7))*.87) 

3539 

Notional annual surplus (kg) 484 3035 

Notional annual surplus as percentage of total production 12.0% 46.2% 

Neither the limited production of other communities in the cantons nor imports from Wula are taken 
into consideration in these statistics. 

Iron bars constituted a reserve of 
tool iron, were easi ly transported 
trade items, and served as a 
special purpose currency (e.g., 
bridewealth).
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Our evidence and the resounding silence of the literature on neighboring peoples regarding a metal trade to or from 

the Mokolo cantons are strong indications that communities with a Mafa mode of production were collectively 

achieving no more and probably less than self-sufficiency. Historical evidence of high demand and relatively inelastic 

supply of iron supports this argument. For example, in 1930s and 40s Mafa hoes with integral shaft and socket varied 

in price from (in 1930s US dollars) $7 to $23, that is to say from 4 to 13 times their value in 1986 dollars. Perhaps, 

however, the most significant conclusion to be drawn is that the montagnards consumed so little tool iron, less than 

200 g per person per annum. 

 

Surplus and exports from Madagali District 

In Nigeria, the Fulbe (Fulani or Peuls) were not iron producers, and some montagnard groups resident in Madagali 

district either did not smelt or, like the Margi, only for autoconsumption. The Higi of Michika district traded livestock, 

foodstuffs, and crafts, including pottery, for Sukur iron. The Sukur community was by itself capable of exporting the 

equivalent of some 16 to 38 metric tonnes of tool iron per annum, less any metal retained to increase its reserves. 

Other than the Sukur, the only substantial producers of iron in Madagali District were the Wula with the Kapsiki as 

their main clients.  
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The iron balance in Madagali District (1930s-40s) by community cluster, calculated by comparison of estimated 

production by producers within the district and annual requirements of tool iron for replacement of artifacts, 

excluding currency bars,.  

Community/ethnic 
cluster 

Estimated 
population 

Production in tonnes Surplus (deficit) in tonnes 

Sukur, Damay, 
Kurang 

4716 17.1-38.9 16.5-38.3 

Wula, Muduvu 2680 5.7-12.9 5.4-12.6 

Hide (in Nigeria), 
Vizik 

~2600 0.323 0 

Vemgo ~389 0 0 

Waga 2080 0 (0.1) 

Margi 18,525 1.151 (1.2) 

Fulbe and 
associated 
Muslims 

9579 0 (1.2) 

Totals 40,569 24.2-53.3 19.4-48.4 metric tons or 
71,793 –179,366 small currency bars, 

 sufficient to supply 
22,280-55,666 households 

 

 
 

The iron balance calculated for Madagali district is fundamentally different from that of the Mokolo cantons. Sukur 

and Wula supplied not only their district, but a further clientele four to ten times larger, many of them living to the 

north on the firki plains of Lake Chad, stoneless and lacking in exploitable metals. 
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A former smelter from Sukur and his 
unused blooms and a selection of bars 
and other artifacts. The blooms were 
produced probably in a single year 
(1960 ± 2) a time at which the bottom 
was falling out of the market, 
rendering them not worth fining and 
forging.

A former smelter from Sukur and his 
unused blooms and a selection of bars 
and other artifacts. The blooms were 
produced probably in a single year 
(1960 ± 2) a time at which the bottom 
was falling out of the market, 
rendering them not worth fining and 
forging.

 
Conclusions: Mandara mountains iron and the Law of Comparative Advantage  

These data do not demonstrate that the production and exchange of iron and other goods and services conform to 

Ricardo’s law. I cannot prove that Mafa farmers and the smelters of Mabas benefited more from specialization and 

exchange of the formers’ peppers and skins for the latters’ iron than each would have from producing such 

commodities for themselves, nor that overall production was thereby raised. While we have a fair general knowledge 

of the inputs (land, labor, etc.) involved, I am unable to establish the varying opportunity costs of production of 

commodities over different parts of the Mandara.  

 Thus rather than testing the comparative advantage model against Mandara mountain data, I evaluate data in 

its light. This is what archaeologists do with models most of the time. The first point to be made is that since 

specialization in commodity production combined with trade increases overall production, it is not specialization but 

its absence that requires explanation. In this case the law has suggested likely explanations for differential 

production of craft and agricultural commodities over the region. Meanwhile it is important to remain alert to the 

existence of forces and factors, whether “traditional cultural imperatives”, the League of Nations mandate, the global 

crash of 1929 or the locust invasions of the 1930s that affected the working of the law. 

 Quantitative estimates such as those developed here are hugely better than no estimates at all. It is only when 

we recognize the minimal scale of iron consumption that we comprehend the rapid collapse of the ancient iron 

industry. Unlike some parts of colonial Africa, smelting was not discouraged by European authorities, nor was 

European stock reaching local markets in any quantity. On the contrary, the replacement materials that toppled a 

millennial tradition were byproducts, the debris of “modernization.” At Sukur and elsewhere the opportunity costs of 

iron production became too great, and people turned to groundnut cultivation, mat making and migrant labor.  
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Other questions relating to the production and distribution of iron can be usefully approached from a Ricardoan 

perspective. Environmental factors were far from determining modes of iron production and whether particular 

communities engaged in smelting or relied on others for access to metal. Among the exporters of iron only the Hide 

seem to have been particularly favored by the quantities of magnetite ore, though not of hardwoods suitable for 

smelting charcoal, available in their territory. Why then did Sukur become the center of iron production in the western 

part of the region, and why to the east did specialization take a non-industrial form?  
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Neither Sukur, Wula, nor Mabas had any intrinsic advantage in the production of iron, but rather an advantage in 

marketing conferred, especially in the case of Sukur, by the combination of proximity to the markets reached via 

western plains with defensible locations that enabled them to maintain their independence until the introduction of 

new military technology in the early twentieth century. Sukur’s paved ways served as a means of controlling access to 

its market while simultaneously impressing foreign merchants supplying the plains states to the north and west 

(Mandara, Borno, and Adamawa). Further to the east village industrial specialization did not develop in the absence of 

easy access to plains markets. Sukur was the main manufacturer and distributor of iron, while Mafa and their 

neighbors were left to specialize in the riskier – given highly variable natural factors – production of agricultural 

commodities in which their comparative advantage was likely very small. The Kapsiki, living in an area of lower 

population density, presumably enjoyed a comparative advantage in the production of small shorthorn cattle. 
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The law of comparative advantage will only be fully expressed if all know where the cheapest goods can be found. It 

is therefore of interest that, in the absence of any central political or economic planning, and under the endemic threat 

of violent disruption of people’s lives, the economy was integrated on a regional and even supra-regional scale. A 

critical element was likely to have been the dense network, underpinned by a shared reservoir of cultural themes and 

symbols, of social ties that linked montagnard communities. Men and women made economic choices in the context 

of prevailing sociocultural structures and as they did so induced change in those structures, among them caste in its 

various manifestations. Indeed, the iron industry constitutes a particularly clear demonstration of practice at work in a 

situation where individual agency was not constrained by the presence of potent economic or regulatory institutions.  

 In summary, Ricardo’s law of comparative advantage offers a productive approach to data and suggests 

explanations for different forms of community specialization. The model is broadly applicable to the past and the 

general patterns revealed in this case are likely to be found in many other places and times. The model also alerts us to 

important historical questions. Transport and marketing of iron from Sukur to northern end users, for example, must 

have required capital and management, but this has gone unrecognized in the history of Borno. But the law can not be 

invoked to explain the cultural forms of specialization within communities, and in particular those associated with 

caste. For that we need another approach and another paper! 
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